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[image: Google IO Android Find My Device network]It’s finally happening! Android’s upgraded Find My Device network is here!
Billions of Android devices can now locate each other with Bluetooth proximity in a secure manner.
Aamir Siddiqui
A lot of you are facing network trouble on your Pixel recently, and it’s disappointing
Aamir Siddiqui

[image: Google Pixel 8 homescreen in hand outdoors]
The purist in me hates in-camera filters, but Vivo said otherwise
Dhruv Bhutani

[image: Vivo X100 Pro in hand]
This is the only thing I want from the new Nothing Ear
Rita El Khoury

[image: nothing ear 2 closed case with box 2]
With three Pixels on the way, prices can only go up
Hadlee Simons

[image: google pixel 9 trio pro xl]
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[image: Funky wallpaper on a smartphone]Edgar Cervantes13 hours ago
Download these funky wallpapers for your phone

How to download and install Google Chrome on any device
Ankit BanerjeeApril 7, 2024

[image: Google Chrome logo stock photo 1]
Oxygen OS vs One UI: A thorough comparison of the two popular Android skins
C. Scott BrownApril 4, 2024

[image: OnePlus 11 vs Samsung Galaxy S23 top down with display on]
Many Pixel owners are facing network issues since March 2024 update. Are you?
Aamir SiddiquiApril 4, 2024

[image: google pixel 8 pro bay blue vs pixel 7 pro white rear 2]
Download: AI Eraser is now available on OnePlus phones, and here's how it works
Aamir SiddiquiApril 4, 2024

[image: oneplus 12 gallery app]

Download these funky wallpapers for your phone
Edgar Cervantes13 hours ago

[image: Funky wallpaper on a smartphone]The PPSSPP emulator will come to the App Store this year (if Apple allows it)
Hadlee Simons14 hours ago

[image: The PPSSPP PSP emulator on the Play Store.]More and more people are ditching carrier roaming in favor of travel eSIMs
Adamya Sharma17 hours ago

[image: esim chip on finger]OnePlus Watch 2 gets a much needed data migration feature
Aamir Siddiqui17 hours ago

[image: OnePlus Watch 2 showing watch face on shelf]There's no Galaxy Watch FE, according to leaker, but a cheaper watch is coming
Hadlee Simons18 hours ago

[image: Samsung Galaxy Watch 4 on red background, showing homescreen clock]OnePlus Watch 2 could soon get a new Nord-inspired color
Aamir Siddiqui19 hours ago

[image: OnePlus Watch 2 2]Want to photograph the eclipse with your phone? NASA has some tips for you
Ryan McNeal22 hours ago

[image: Galaxy A32 in hand taking picture]Apple might ditch foldable iPads if it can't overcome this key obstacle
Hadlee SimonsApril 7, 2024

[image: google pixel fold ports and crease]New iPad launch windows revealed, from Mini to Pro and beyond
Hadlee SimonsApril 7, 2024

[image: Apple iPad Pro M2 2022 logo connector]Samsung says a fix is coming for that S23 fingerprint bug after One UI 6.1
Hadlee SimonsApril 7, 2024

[image: Samsung Galaxy S23 homescreen in hand]
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